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Abstract

We document rich variation across observed firms’ characteristics, and the accompanying

macroeconomic volatility, often related to political turmoil for Ukrainian manufacturing

firms. We use a unique annual firm-level data for the period from 2001 to 2009 compiled

from the Derzhkomstat. To understand the evolution of distributions we utilize functional

principal component analysis while accounting for the effects associated with firms’ region,

industry, trade status, and firm turnover. The overall improvements in firm productivity

in Ukraine’s manufacturing in 2001–2009 vary substantially by industry, trade status and

with firm turnover, while regional effects are less important.
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1 Introduction

Ukraine is one of the states in the former Soviet Union that has been plagued by its post-Soviet

legacy on its way to building a market economy. The burden of bad institutions, corruption,

lack of domestic competition, poorly diversified and underdeveloped exports have been a drag

on the Ukrainian economy since declaring its independence in 1991. It took about a decade

before Ukraine experienced its first growth streak from 2001 to 2007, with GDP growth rate

averaging around 7% per year, before ending in the onset of the global recession in 2008. This

growth, however, was largely due to transitory factors, such as low energy prices and beneficial

terms of trade.

Much can be learned from the analysis of changes of Ukrainian firms’ productivity over

2001–2009. The benefits from the foreign-trade windfall during most of that period could provide

a much needed headstart to rebuilding institutions and designing more sound economic policies

that would improve productive efficiency of Ukrainian firms and establish the foundations of

sustainable economic growth. The ensuing economic downturn of 2008–2009 could shed light on

the extent to which economic policies shielded Ukrainian producers from deteriorating business

conditions. To help address these questions, in this paper we propose a non-parametric analysis

of firm-level productivity of Ukrainian manufacturing firms during 2001–2009.

The analysis of the evolution of firm productivity must account for a rich spectrum of firm-

level behaviour that can be classified by a number of observed and unobserved categories or

factors. For example, firms can differ by their observed characteristics, such as industry, re-

gion, size, and trade status. There could also be unobserved dimensions of firm heterogeneity,

including hidden subsidies, taxes, implicit costs of trade or costs of access to funding, and firms

can differ in practising price transfers (also known as “firm looting”). Finally, unlike relatively

stable developed economies, in a transition economy like Ukraine macroeconomic fluctuations

and policy interventions are much more volatile and often linked to political turmoil, such the

2004 Orange Revolution, as discussed in Earle and Gehlbach (2014), and the 2014 Euromaidan

and Russian military intervention in Crimea and Donbass.

The challenges for economists studying firm-level productivity in Ukraine are therefore

twofold. First, there is a lack of reliable firm-level productivity data providing researchers

with a satisfactory level of detail about firm-level heterogeneity. Second, parametric approach

commonly used in the analysis of such data routinely relies on the assumptions that often fail

to hold, such as independence and normality of the data-generating processes. In this paper we

address both of these challenges.

First, we use a unique annual firm-level data for Ukrainian manufacturing firms over the

period from 2001 to 2009 compiled by Shepotylo and Vakhitov (2014) from the Derzhkomstat

database of the Financial Results Statements and the Balance Sheet Statements. The data set

contains information related to firm’s production (sales, employment, material inputs), value of
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tangible assets, trade status, and firm demographics (geographical location, two- and four-digit

industry code, the date of entry or exit). While the data set is relatively short in the time

dimension, it is quite detailed in the cross-section, covering over 67,000 manufacturing firms

in 668 NUTS-3 geographical locations and 244 (23) four-digit (two-digit) industries. The total

number of observations for 2001–2009 in the sample of manufacturing firms is 265 thousand, or

around 29 thousand per year. To our knowledge this is the most comprehensive manufacturing

firm-level data set for Ukraine.

Second, we utilize functional principal component analysis (FPCA) to study the evolution of

firm-level distributions of firm size (employment), output, and labour productivity. We use the

adaptation of FPCA, originally proposed by Kneip and Utikal (2001), characterized in Huynh,

Jacho-Chávez, Petrunia, and Voia (2011). This adaptation allows the estimation of time-varying

common factors driving the dynamics of distributions of firm-level variables while accounting for

the effects associated with firms’ region, industry, trade status, and firm turnover. Typically, a

few common factors account for most of the density dynamics, and therefore, they are amenable

to macroeconomic interpretation. We investigate the contributions of the estimated factors and

firm effects to the evolution of distributions of firm size and productivity in Ukraine.

Application of FPCA to this data set has several advantages over alternative methods, as

explained in Huynh, Jacho-Chávez, Petrunia, and Voia (2011). First, it exploits the richness

of cross-section information while allowing for time-dependence via nonparametric density es-

timation. Second, it allows us to decompose the evolution of a distribution into time-variant

and time-invariant components, thus offering a parsimonious characterization of the dynamics of

firm-level densities. Third, this decomposition is unique, providing a statistical identification of

the factors driving the dynamics of firm densities; most significant of those factors can be given

macroeconomic interpretation. Fourth, FPCA allows to investigate distributional implications

of firm-level dynamics, such as those related to selection effects, structural change and firm-cycle

effects.1

Applying FPCA decomposition to the firm-level data points to improvement of firm produc-

tivity in Ukraine’s manufacturing in 2001–2009, although the results vary substantially across

industries and with firm turnover. In particular, we find that virtually all of the evolution of the

distribution of net sales from 2001 to 2009 is accounted for by firm entry and exit, whereas the

evolution of firm-size distribution is mostly linked to non-trading firms. Consequently, almost

60% of the change in the distribution of labour productivity is accounted for by firm turnover

among non-trading firms. The best performers are firms from labour-intensive, high value-

added industries, such as light industry, and machinery and equipment. The worst performers

1Huynh and Jacho-Chávez (2010) and Huynh, Jacho-Chávez, Petrunia, and Voia (2015) apply FPCA to
study firm turnover in U.K. and Canadian manufacturing data, respectively. Chu, Huynh, Jacho-Chávez, and
Kryvtsov (2015) apply FPCA to investigate the dynamics of consumer price distributions in U.K. CPI micro
data.
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are the incumbents of the metallurgy industry, and firms producing coke, chemicals, and min-

erals. Finally, regional identity is less important for the evolution of the firm-level productivity

variables.

These results provide new evidence on the driving forces of productivity and growth in the

transition economies. Brown and Earle (2010) show that in transition economies entering firms

tend to be more productive than the incumbent firms. Our FPCA results for Ukraine qualify

their conclusion along two main dimensions. First, the “leapfrogging” of entrant firms over the

incumbent firms can be present in some industries but absent in others; in case of Ukraine,

labour-intensive and high value-added industries tend to fit that pattern. Second, the social

benefits of liberalization and openness to trade in a transition economy can be substantially

diminished. In case of Ukraine, the times of benevolent terms of trade were associated with

trading firms performing much worse relative to non-trading firms, suggesting that most of the

windfall from the foreign trade did not affect the wealth of Ukrainians.

The FPCA decompositions can also be used as a visualization method to understand the

evolutions of firm distributions over time, industries, regions, trade status, and firm turnover.

It can be viewed as complementary to the work by Earle and Gehlbach (2015) who document

how the Orange revolution lead to differences in firm productivity over regions and was the

most pronounced among large firms, firms in sectors that supply the government, and private

enterprises. Earle and Gehlbach (2015) point out that these are the type of firms that had

much to gain or lose from national political turnover in a context of generally weak institutions.

Our finding supports their claim that firms that experienced disproportionately large output

increases tend to be larger, engage in trade, and reside in capital- and energy-intensive, low

value-added industries.

The paper proceeds as follows. We first provide a macroeconomic context for Ukraine during

2001–2009 in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe the firm-level data. The functional principal

components analysis is introduced in Section 4, and the results and policy implications are

discussed in Sections 5 and 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2 Macroeconomic context

For most of the period from 2001 to 2009, prior to global recession in mid-2008, Ukraine expe-

rienced its first growth streak since declaring its independence in 1991, with real GDP growth

rate averaging around 7% per year.

This period was also accompanied by significant regulatory changes related to the Ukrainian

WTO accession. As a result of the WTO commitment, Ukrainian services sector experienced

substantial liberalization leading to restructuring of the Ukrainian economy. The share of manu-

facturing in the total employment in 2000–2008 has declined from 22.8% to 18.5%, while services
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expanded from 31.5 to 42% of total employment.

The development of services allowed manufacturing firms to outsource non-core activities,

while focusing on their core competence, leading to higher total factor productivity in the

manufacturing sector and lower employment. Furthermore, higher trade openness of the manu-

facturing industries over that period was associated with improved productivity, Shepotylo and

Vakhitov (2015).

Most of the growth in manufacturing during this time, however, was largely associated with

transitory factors, such as low energy prices and beneficial terms of trade. Indeed, gas prices

paid by Ukraine were about half of prices paid by Western European countries, and export

commodity prices, especially for metal and chemical products, more than doubled.

The flourishing of energy-intensive and low value-added export sectors that enjoyed the

windfall from the benign terms of trade—metallurgy, mineral and chemical products, coke and

petroleum products—prevented the development of high value-added industries such as electri-

cal machinery, helicopters, and pharmaceuticals.2 The lack of reallocation of resources across

industries prevented development and diversification of Ukrainian manufacturing, crucial for its

competitiveness in domestic and foreign markets.

The largest firms in Ukraine’s low value-added industries are owned by oligarchs—former

Soviet industrial managers who capitalized on their connections during industry privatization

in 1990s. Top five richest Ukrainian oligarchs have made their fortunes in metallurgy, chemical

products or energy trade. The effect of oligarchs on Ukrainian productivity is uncertain. Their

political connections, access to cheap credit or government subsidies amplifies their ability to

hide profits (for example, via price transfer schemes) and exploit the monopoly power, putting a

drag on productivity across the industry. On the other hand, oligarchs are more likely to pursue

innovation or enforce the improvements in organizational structure of their enterprises, at least

relative to state-owned firms, leading to their firms’ better productivity. Gorodnichenko and

Grygorenko (2008) provide evidence that oligarchs fostered improvements in productivity in the

early part of the boom of 2001–2008.

Another stark characteristic of the Ukrainian economy during this period is its distinct

geopolitical division. Earle and Gehlbach (2014) explore this division to study how unanticipated

political turnover affects Ukrainian manufacturing firms. They note that Viktor Yushchenko,

who contested the old power during the Orange Revolution of 2004, had an overwhelming

support in the western part of Ukraine, whereas the old regime, was predominantly based in the

east. Earle and Gehlbach (2014) show that the sudden shift in the political power across regions

in 2004 was associated with the differential impact on firm productivity in those regions, with

firms in the west increasing their productivity by an average of 15 percentage points relative to

2In 2004, four energy-intensive industries combined for 60% of total energy consumption, Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (2007).
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firms in the east.

Although there are a number of other dimensions and developments in the Ukrainian economy

of that period that may be important for our analysis of firm productivity, we will focus on four

of the most important ones: industry, region, trade status, and firm turnover.

3 Ukrainian Firm-Level Data

3.1 Firm-level data

We use data for the Ukrainian manufacturing firms (Section D of NACE, Revision 1.1 clas-

sification) from 2001 to 2009. Data comes from statistical forms all firms have to submit to

Derzhkomstat, the Ukrainian statistics office. The data set contains information related to

firm’s production (sales, employment, material inputs), book value of fixed assets, trade status,

and firm demographics (geographical location, two- and four-digit industry code, the date of en-

try or exit). While the data set is relatively short in the time dimension, it is quite detailed in the

cross-section, covering over 67,000 manufacturing firms in 668 NUTS-3 geographical locations

and 244 (23) four-digit (two-digit) industries. The total number of observations for 2001–2009

in the sample of manufacturing firms is 265 thousand, or around 29 thousand per year.

As the measure of output, we use net sales after excise taxes from the Financial Results

Statement. The same statement also contains data on material costs, which is measured as

the firm’s expenditures on materials, supplies, and utilities. The Balance Sheet Statement is

the source of the capital measure for which we used the end-of-year book value of fixed assets.

Employment, which is reported along with the balance sheet statements, is measured as full-

time equivalent of the labour force, and calculated as the average number of employees weighted

by their time involvement. To our knowledge this is the most comprehensive manufacturing

firm-level data set for Ukraine.

We use production price indices, annually computed by Derzhkomstat for each two-digit

manufacturing industry, to deflate firm’s output. Derzhkomstat does not provide special de-

flators for capital and material costs, so we deflated capital and material costs by the overall

production price index (PPI) that characterizes price changes for all industries.

Based on the files accompanying the Balance Sheet Statement, we have identified the two-

digit industry for each firm (NACE Revision 1.1 classification). We combine the industries

into four industry groups: ”Light Industry” includes NACE 15 through 22, ”Coke, Chemicals,

Minerals” includes NACE 23 through 26, ”Metallurgy”—NACE 27 and 28, and ”Machinery and

Equipment”—NACE 29 through 37. Table 1 reports annualized sample means for the number

of firms, sales, capital, and material costs in each industry group, measured in millions of 2001

Ukrainian hryvnia (UAH). Light industry is represented by the largest number of firms; firms
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in Metallurgy and Coke, Chemicals, Minerals have larger size per firm and rely on more capital

and material inputs; and high value-added firms in Machinery and Equipment, by contrast, are

more labour intensive, and use capital and materials less.

We also identified firm’s location based on the region where it is registered and divided

our sample into four larger regions—Center-north, West, South, and East. Table 2 describes

how oblast level identifiers are aggregated into regions and provides some information about

the number of firms, and their average characteristics. Center-north regions have the largest

number of firms (since the country’s capital is located there), and East region firms tend to be

larger relative to other regions.

We use annual customs data to define a trade status of each firm. If a firm exported or

imported goods in any year during sample period, we include it in the “Traders” group; the

remaining firms are in the “Non-traders” group. We also divide all firms by their turnover

status: those firms that have observations in all nine years of the sample are included into the

“Incumbent firms” group. The remaining firms are either entering the sample after 2001 or

exiting the sample before 2009—they are included in the “Firm turnover” group.

Table 3 shows that less than half of the firms had observations in all years, suggesting that

firm turnover was extensive in 2001–2009. The incumbent firms tend to be larger than firms

that entered or exited. Table 4 shows that about a third of all firms are traders, and that they

are much larger than firms that do not export or import. Table 3 shows that less than half of the

firms had observations in all years, suggesting that firm turnover was extensive in 2001–2009.

The incumbent firms tend to be larger than firms that entered or exited. Table 4 shows that

about a third of all firms are traders, and that they are much larger than firms that do not

export or import.

Table 5 reports the average output shares across categories by industry, region, trade status,

and turnover status. The table demonstrates that manufacturing market shares are uneven

across categories. The East and South regions have larger shares in Metallurgy, and Coke,

Chemicals, Minerals–the low value-added industries. Center-north and West regions contain

high proportion of Light Industry output, e.g., food producers, publishing and printing, rubber,

and high-value added Machinery and Equipment industries, e.g., communications and precision

equipment. Firms from low value-added industries are less likely to exit or enter, and they are

more likely to export or import.

Given the uneven distribution of market shares across manufacturing, exit and entry of firms

may have implications for the evolution of distribution of output, employment and productivity

in Ukrainian manufacturing. Indeed, firm turnover is a significant feature of our data. Table 6

shows that composition of observations by industry and trade status changed over the sample

period, although it roughly stayed the same across regions. The fraction of firm observations

from the Light Industry decreased over the sample, from 0.50 to 0.43, and the fraction of firms
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from Coke, Chemical, Minerals, and Metallurgy increased (from 0.13 to 0.17, and 0.07 to 0.10,

respectively), and those from Machinery and Equipment remained the same around 0.30. In

turn, the number of observations for trading firms increased from 0.28 to 0.35. The method

employed in this paper allows us to quantify the role of firm turnover for labour productivity in

Ukraine’s manufacturing.

3.2 Documenting Heterogeneity of Firm Distributions

As we note in the introduction, heterogeneity in firms, and in particular, in their distributions

across industries, regions and time is a prevalent feature of the firm data, especially in a transition

economy, such as Ukraine. In this section we review the key features of heterogeneity in our

data, focusing on distributions of labour productivity. For brevity, we will emphasize only the

salient points in the paper; complete results for all the variables are provided in supplementary

materials.

Figure 1 provides a representation of labour productivity distributions for firm size by in-

dustry and region in 2005. The figure indicates that there are differences in distributions across

different industries in all four regions. Coke, Chemicals, Minerals tend to be more productive

than the other industries in all four regions. The distribution of labour productivity is more

dispersed in the Centre-north region compared to the other regions.

The heterogeneity is more striking if we condition on trade and turnover status. Trade is

an indicator function of whether the firm engaged in international trade (denoted by “T”) or

not (“NT”). Turnover status indicates those firms who were incumbents in all years between

2001 and 2009 (“Inc”) versus those firms who entered or exited at some point between 2001

and 2009 (“E”). Figure 2 shows firm labour productivity distributions in 2005 conditioned on

trade and turnover status. Usually, the firm turnover of trading firms (E/T) is associated with

higher productivity level, and that level is lower for the incumbents that trade (Inc/T), then

the incumbents that do not trade (Inc/NT), and entering or exiting firms that do not trade

(E/NT). These plots, although useful for visualisation, do not provide the whole picture of

possible evolution of firm distributions across time, regions, industries, trade status, and firm

turnover. To allow for a complete picture we consider a nonparametric method that jointly

considers all of these variables and indicators.

4 Functional Principal Components Analysis

This section provides a methodological overview of how to visualise densities nonparametrically.

We then provide an illustrative example and conclude with estimation details.
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4.1 Method Overview

Motivated by our previous findings, we proceed to study the temporal evolution of the distribu-

tions of firm size employment and labour productivity (measured in logs and hereafter denoted

as x) using FPCA originally suggested by Kneip and Utikal (2001). To account for the presence

of qualitative information in the form of industry identifiers (hereafter xi), regional categories

(hereafter xr), the trade dummy (hereafter xt) and the turnover dummy (hereafter xe), we

implement Huynh, Jacho-Chávez, Petrunia, and Voia’s (2011) FPCA extension that charac-

terizes the dynamic evolution of each the joint yearly distributions f2001(x, x
i, xr, xt, xe), . . . ,

f2009(x, x
i, xr, xt, xe) in terms of the first L functional principal components, g1(x, x

i, xr, xt, xe),

g2(x, x
i, xr, xt, xe), . . . , gL(x, xi, xr, xt, xe) and dynamic factors, θt;1, . . . ,θt;L, determined by the

model (after dropping the argument for notational simplicity)

ft = fµ +
L∑
j=1

θt;jgj, t = 2001, . . . , 2009, (1)

where fµ =
∑2009

t=2001 ft/9 is the common mean distribution and L ≤ 9 corresponds to the

number of non-zero eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, . . . ) of the empirical covariance operator. Kneip and

Utikal (2001) show that the unknown {θt;j}Lj=1 and {gj}Lj=1 can be obtained from the T × T

matrix M , whose elements are defined by Mt,s = 〈ft − fµ, fs − fµ〉, ∀t, s = 1, . . . , T , and

〈ξ1, ξ2〉 =
∫
ξ1(x)ξ2(x)dx. Specifically, Kneip and Utikal (2001) show that

θt;r = λ
1/2
k pt;k, and (2)

gk =
T∑
t=1

θt;kft/
T∑
t=1

θ2t;k, (3)

where pk = (p1;k, . . . , pT ;k)
′, k = 1, ..., T are the T eigenvectors associated with the previously

defined eigenvalues of M .

Notice that (1) implies that each ft can be obtained by adding to fµ a transformation com-

promising of time-invariant common components g1, g2, . . . , gL, and time-varying strengths

coefficients θt;j. Since ft represent densities obtained for each time period t = 2001, . . . ,2009,

the time evolution of their respective coefficients θt;1, θt;2, . . . , θt;L provides information about

the evolution of the main differences and similarities between the underlying distributions. Fur-

thermore, the shapes of the functional principal components, g1, g2, . . . , gL, also determine the

part of the distribution that is affected by these changes.3

3For other applications of FPCA in firm dynamics we refer the reader to Huynh and Jacho-Chávez (2010),
Huynh, Jacho-Chávez, Petrunia, and Voia (2011), and Huynh, Jacho-Chávez, Petrunia, and Voia (2015).
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4.2 An illustrative example

To fix ideas, let L = 1 in (1), then for general T , the model implies that the family of densities,

{ft}Tt=1, can be generated by a mixture of two different static densities, w1(x) and w2(x), such

that ft(x) = ϑt × w1(x) + (1 − ϑt) × w2(x). In this case we have that θt = ϑt − ϑ, where

ϑ = T−1
∑T

t=1 ϑt, and g(x) = w1(x) − w2(x). Figure 3 illustrates a realization of this model

where densities w1 and w2 are normal distributions with means equal to -1/2 and 1/2 respectively

and heteroskedastic variances equal to x2, ϑt = (t/T ) − (1/4π) sin(πt/T ) − (3/8π) sin(2πt/T ),

and T = 30.

This simple example illustrates how a family of densities with very rich dynamics (bottom

plot) can be generated from a very simple time-invariant common component (top-right plot) and

time-varying factor (top-left plot). The example demonstrates how FPCA provides a method to

visualize the evolution of cross-sectional distributions in a non-parametric fashion. We utilize

this method to characterize the dynamics of firm distributions in the Ukrainian manufacturing

data.

4.3 Estimation

We proceed to estimate the set of dynamic strength coefficients, {{θt;j}2009t=2001}Lj=1, and common

functional components, {gj(·, xi, xr, xt, xe)}Lj=1, based on the family of density kernel estimates

{f̂t(·, xi, xr, xt, xe)}2009t=2001, as suggested by Kneip and Utikal (2001) and Huynh, Jacho-Chávez,

Petrunia, and Voia (2011). A second-order gaussian kernel and Silverman’s (1986) rule-of-thumb

bandwidths are used throughout for the continuous variables. Simple indicator functions are

used for discrete variables instead. We estimate each element of the matrix M (defined above)

by numerical integration.4 These are biased-corrected as suggested by Kneip and Utikal (2001)

and Huynh, Jacho-Chávez, Petrunia, and Voia (2011), call the resulting estimate M̂ , and its

resulting eigenvalues λ̂1, λ̂2, . . . with associated eigenvectors p̂1, p̂2, . . . . Then,

θ̂t;k = λ̂
1/2
k p̂t;k, and (4)

ĝk =
T∑
t=1

θ̂t;kf̂t/

T∑
t=1

θ̂2t;k. (5)

4This entails calculating 36 (= T (T−1)/2) unique elements (t, s). Each element is then obtained by calculating
numerical integrals for each combination of industry, region, trade status, and firm turnover i.e. 4*4*2*3 or 96
combinations or equivalently a total of 3,456 unique integrals. Computing these integrals take about 8 hours on
a eight-core I-7 workstation but about 30 minutes using about 100 cores on the EDITH cluster.
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5 Results

5.1 FPCA decomposition

For each variable of interest the FPCA results can be summarized by four plots. We illustrate

that on Figure 4 for the natural logarithm of employment. The top left panel reports a 3-D plot

of nine estimated densities for all industries, regions, trade and turnover dummies; i.e., we plot∑
xi,xr,xt,xe f̂t(·, xi, xr, xt, xe), where t = 2001, ..., 2009. The distributions of ln(Employment) are

naturally skewed toward higher values, and there is also a distinct extra weight on very small

firms. Across years, distributions exhibit complex dynamics, which we aim to capture with

FPCA decomposition.

The top right panel provides the dynamic scree plot: the fraction of the total variation of the

distribution of employment accounted for by j’s component. This fraction is given by the ratio

of the j’s estimated eigenvalue to the sum of all estimated eigenvalues, λ̂j/
∑T

j=1 λ̂j. The first

component accounts for the bulk of the density variation, 74%; none of the other components

accounts for more than 12%.

The bottom left panel of Figure 4 provides the estimated strength coefficients for the first

three components, θ̂t;j, j = 1, 2, 3. The most important component, θ̂t;1, changed steadily over

the years, from −0.02 in 2001 to 0.02 in 2009; the other components are flatter and closer to

zero. These results second the dynamic scree plot in that the first component underscores most

of the variations in employment distributions over time.

The bottom right panel gives the remaining piece of FPCA decomposition: the estimated

common components. The figure shows the first three common components summed across

all industries, regions and dummies; i.e., we plot
∑

xi,xr,xt,xe ĝj(·, xi, xr, xt, xe), for j = 1, 2, 3.

Intuitively, each component provides a time-invariant profile of the difference between the aver-

age density f̂µ and the density in a given year. For example, the first component, ĝ1, explains

the redistribution of the mass of employees between two portions of the size domain: 1 to 7

employees (between 0 and 2 on ln-scale) and 7 to 55 employees (2 and 4 on ln-scale).

The actual difference between the density in year t and the average density is given by

the sum of component deformations
∑L

j=1 θ̂t;j ĝj, i.e., the cumulative product of the estimated

dynamic strength coefficients for that year, θ̂t;j and the estimated common components ĝj. We

find that for all variables of interest—employment, output, and labor productivity—the first

component explains most of the density variation across time. Table 7 reports the fraction

of density variation explained by each of the first three components. For each of the three

variables the first component explains more than 74% of the density fluctuations, and none

other component explains more than 12%. Therefore, in the remaining analysis we focus on

the first-component deformation, θ̂t;1ĝ1, and its breakdown by industry, region, and trade and

turnover dummies.
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5.2 FPCA dynamic deformations

Before presenting the first-component deformations, we note that the first component picks up a

steady “trend-like” shift across all years in the sample. Indeed, the dynamic strength coefficients

for all variables are monotone in time, as shown on Figure 5.5 This result suggests that the

effect of the recession in mid-2008 and 2009 was small relative to changes in distributions that

happened since 2001.

Since the densities shift over time, it is convenient to report the region-, industry- and

dummy-specific first-component deformations (hereafter “deformations”) against the backdrop

of the combined deformations for all categories between 2001 to 2009. This combined deforma-

tion shows the change in the distribution of a given variable across all firms over the sample pe-

riod. This change is given by the area between the deformation in 2001,∑
xi,xr,xt,xe θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe), and the deformation in 2009,

∑
xi,xr,xt,xe θ̂2009;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe).

For ln of labour productivity, defined as firm’s output per worker, Figure 6 shows the first com-

bined deformation shaded in blue, and the second combined deformation shaded in red, so that

the union of the two areas gives the 2001–2009 change in the density of the ln of labour pro-

ductivity explained by the first component. It is evident that during this period the firm labour

productivity density shifted toward higher values, with the mass of firm’s ln productivity values

above (below) 3 increasing (decreasing) over the years.

The two panels break down the combined deformations for 2001 and 2009 by turnover status.

The top panel shows the deformations for incumbent firms for 2001, given by∑
xi,xr,xt θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = 0), blue solid line, and for 2009, given by∑
xi,xr,xt θ̂2009;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = 0), red solid line. Similarly, the bottom panel provides defor-

mations accounted for by firm turnover. By construction, in each year the sum of deformations

for incumbent firms and for firm turnover equals to the combined deformation.

To quantify the split of the combined deformation across categories we compute its fraction

accounted for by each category-specific deformation. Note that this fraction only depends on

the shape of common components, g’s, and so it does not depend on time. This fraction is

given by the coefficient in the regression of the category-specific deformation on the combined

deformation. For example, the fraction of the combined deformation accounted for by incumbent

firms is given by the coefficient in the regression of ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = 0) on ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe).
By construction, the sum of the two fractions (incumbents and firm turnover) equals to one.

It is evident from Figure 6 that firm turnover is the principal driver of the change in the

distribution of labour productivity. Table 8, first row, reports that 78.3% of the labour pro-

ductivity density stems from firm turnover, and only 21.7% is due to incumbent firms. The

5Note that the sign of the deformation θ̂t;j ĝj does not pin down the sign of θ’s and g’s, so that we can freely
choose the sign of θ, and pin down the sign of g by the size of the product. For Figure 5 we choose the signs of
all θ’s so that they all increase in time.
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remainder of Table 8 provides the breakdown of the importance of trade status, industry, and

region for the distribution of labour productivity.

First, the bulk of the improvement in labour productivity, 72.5%, comes from non-traders,

and in particular, due to entry and exit of non-traders, 59.6%. Traders account for only 27.5%

of the total improvement, split between 8.8% by incumbents, and 18.6% by traders’ turnover.

This finding is especially surprising, given highly benevolent terms of trade during that period.

Figure 7 plots deformations by trade and turnover dummies, against deformations by turnover

dummy.

Second, labour intensive and high value-added industries are those with the highest improve-

ment in labour productivity, accounting for 81.4% of the change in the density (48.3% by light

industry firms, and 34.1% by machinery and equipment firms). Low value-added firms in Metal-

lurgy, and Coke, Chemicals, Minerals combine for only 17.6% of increase in labour productivity,

see Figure 8.

Finally, the gains are evenly split across regions, with an edge for center-north, see Figure 9.

To shed more light on the differences in the dynamics of labour productivity across firms,

we repeat FPCA decomposition analysis for employment and output. Table 9 and Figure 10

provide the results for natural logarithm of firm employment. Overall, the distribution of firm

employment shifted toward lower values, as indicated by the blue and red shaded areas on Figure

10. Trade status and industry are the most important determinants of the shift in the distri-

bution of firm size, with non-trading firms accounting for 94.8% of the distribution, and labour

intensive and high value-added industries accounting for 88.0% (Light industry 61.0%, Machin-

ery and Equipment 27.0%). By contrast, the turnover status and region are less important for

firm size dynamics.

Table 10 and Figure 11 summarize the results for natural logarithm of firm output. The

figure shows striking difference in the deformation for incumbent firms (left panels) and firm

turnover (right panels). Distribution of firm output due to entry and exit shifted dramatically

to the right, while distribution for incumbent firms changed by a smaller degree and spread

out over time (the mass in the middle decrease and the mass in the tails increased). In all,

the fraction of the cumulative deformation of output accounted for by firm turnover is 106.7%,

meaning that the incumbent firms’ output played little role for the overall density.6 Among

entering and exiting firms, non-trading firms and firms in Light industry, and Machinery and

Equipment were those that contributed most to the improvement in output distribution. Once

again, regional tag was less important.

We summarize that the evolution of firm production from 2001 to 2009 is mostly associated

with firm entry and exit, whereas the evolution of firm size is largely linked to non-trading firms.

6By definition, the negative value of the fraction of the combined deformation explained by the deformation
for incumbent firms means that, say, positive deformations of the combined distribution are associated with
negative deformations of the distribution for incumbent firms.
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In all, improvements in labour productivity are to a large extent accounted by firm turnover

among non-trading firms. The best performers are firms from labour-intensive, high value-added

industries, such as light industry, and machinery and equipment. The worst performers are the

incumbents of the metallurgy industry, and firms producing coke, chemicals, and minerals.

Finally, regional identity is less important.

6 Discussion of policy implications

Our results point to several important lessons for policy in Ukraine, and in general, in transition

economies. In this section we discuss the causes of low productivity and downsizing of the

manufacturing firms in Ukraine in 2001–2009, and explain some policy implications.

First, even in “good times” such as most of the period from 2001 to 2009, the improvements in

firm production volumes and efficiency are highly unequal across firms, pointing to substantial

dispersion of market failures across industries, by exposure to trade, and firm turnover. In

this regard, it is instructive to look at an alternative measure of firm efficiency, called “output

wedge”. The output wedge is proportional to the ratio of the wage bill to the value of gross

output. It measures the inefficiency associated with the allocation of output, given efficient

allocation of factor inputs.7 High output wedge applies to firms that face costs of operating

their business, e.g., due to corruption or inflated administrative costs; and it is low for firms

that enjoy hidden transfers or subsidies from the government. An increase of the mass in the

middle of the distribution is generally pointing to an improvement in firm efficiency in allocating

output.

Figure 12 provides the breakdown of the deformation of the output wedge distribution in

our data by turnover status. The figure reveals striking differences between the two groups.

The distribution of the output wedge for incumbent firms shifted toward higher values, pointing

to increased barriers of operating business. By contrast, the distribution of output wedge for

entering or exiting firms results in the opposite shift, toward lower values, suggesting a higher

incidence of hidden output subsidies. Altogether, the two shifts cancel each other, resulting in

only a small effect on the overall distribution. Hence, the trends in manufacturing productivity

in Ukraine during the 2001–2009 expansion did not help improve the ability of firms to allocate

their output.

Second, despite rapid growth during this period, productivity of the Ukrainian manufacturing

firms was the second lowest in the region. In 2008, a Ukrainian manufacturing firm reported

8,600 USD of sales per worker on average, while the Eastern Europe and Central Asia (ECA)

region the average was 23,800 USD.8

7Under general assumptions it can be shown that output wedge is equivalent to a hidden tax or subsidy on
firm output. Derivations are available upon request.

8We looked at BEEPS, 2009 survey data for comparison of the Ukrainian manufacturing firms with their
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Our results suggest that most of the growth in sales and productivity in 2001—2009 was

due to entry and exit of non-trading firms. Furthermore, firms in labour-intensive industries

were more successful relative to firms in capital-intensive industries, suggesting that incumbents

experienced difficulties with expanding their operations, accessing capital markets, and trading

across the border. According to BEEPS, only 49% of the Ukrainian manufacturing firms had

invested in fixed assets in 2008, while the ECA region average was 60% of the manufacturing

firms. A median investment per firm in Ukraine in 2008 was 12.2 thousand USD, compared with

31 thousand USD in Poland, 113 thousand USD in Turkey, and 126 thousand USD in Estonia.

In 2008 only 12% of sales of the Ukrainian manufacturing firms were exported, compared with

18 percent in Poland, 28% in Turkey, and 44% in Estonia.

Another distinct feature of the Ukrainian manufacturing is low spending on research and

development (R&D), which is one of the key drivers of growth in productivity. Over 2006–2008

only 23% of the Ukrainian manufacturing firms invested in R&D. In 2008 a typical firm spent

8.5 thousand USD on R&D, compared with a region median 30.7 thousand USD and the region

leader Slovenia 146 thousand USD. It is also reflected in the structure of labor within a man-

ufacturing firm. In 2008, only 17.6% of the workforce in a Ukrainian manufacturing firm used

computers, while in Slovenia 37.3% of workforce used computers.

What are the fundamental causes of poor performance of the Ukrainian manufacturing firms

that resulted in low investment, trade openness, and R&D spending? Looking at BEEPS, we

were able to outline three major institutional determinants of poor performance. In 2008 among

the biggest business obstacles Ukrainian manufacturing firms mentioned political instability

(24%), high taxes (23.6%), and restricted access to finance (12%). In 2013, the top obstacle

was the access to finance (23%), the second was political instability (18%), and the third was

corruption (16.6%).

Political instability and overall policy uncertainty was the major obstacle to business. Po-

litical turnover in combination with weak institutions can have substantial distributional effects

that are reflected in economic productivity, Earle and Gehlbach (2015). Trade policy uncertainty

related to the future economic integration into the EU or the Customs Union of Russia, Belarus,

and Kazakhstan was very high during that period; and this uncertainty, according to Handley

and Limao (2012) is one of the most important factors that prevents long-term investment and

integration of firms in small open developing countries into production chains and intra-industry

trade. By 2012, when the political instability and policy uncertainty in Ukraine have increased,

export share of sales has dropped to 8.7%, only 23.5% of the Ukrainian manufacturing firms

invested in fixed assets, and only 6.91% of firms spent on R&D.

Access to finance has been the second major obstacle for business in Ukraine. In 2008, 39%

counterparts in ECA region. BEEPS, 2013 shows the same ranking of Ukrainian manufacturing firms. Our
Ukrainian dataset generates roughly the same numbers in sales per worker and other key variables.
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of Ukrainian manufacturing firms considered difficulty in accessing finance as a major obstacle

in doing business. In response to the question why companies did not apply for loans in 2008

(61% of firms), 33% mentioned high interest rates, which clearly indicate that macroeconomic

policy that led to high inflation also prevented companies from applying for loans and investing.

According to BEEPS (2013), a median annual nominal interest rate of a loan in Ukraine in 2012

was 17%, compared with the region median of 11% and the EU countries median of 6%.9

The third biggest obstacle to productivity growth in Ukraine was poor institutional and

policy environment. 42% of manufacturing firms in Ukraine strongly disagreed that the court

system is fair, impartial, and uncorrupted, while another 37% tended to disagree with that

statement. 60% of firms complained that tax rates were major to severe obstacles to business.

54% of firms complained about corruption as a major or severe obstacle to business.

This discussion suggests that to promote increase in productivity of the Ukrainian manufac-

turing firms policy should focus on the reduction of policy uncertainty by setting a clear and

credible strategy on the EU integration policy. Of course, to make this policy credible it should

be publicly backed by EU countries, which currently sends mixed signals about the prospects of

the depth and pace of the Ukrainian integration into the EU structures. The government should

restrain from opportunistic protectionism policies, because trade and services liberalization and

increased competition are crucial for growth in productivity through increased FDI and innova-

tion, as argued by Pavcnik (2002), and by Gorodnichenko, Svejnar, and Terrell (2010) among

others.

Second, policy-makers should focus on improved macroeconomic policy with the goal of

lowering inflation and development of financial system, which would improve access to finance

and reduce nominal interest rate. This can be achieved by abandoning fixed exchange rate

regime and switching to inflation targeting. Lower uncertainty and softer credit constraint

reduce volatility and enhance growth, Aghion, Angeletos, Banerjee, and Manova (2010). These

factors also promote exports along the intensive and extensive margins, Manova (2013).

Finally, major effort should be devoted to developing institutional environment with strong

property right protection, impartial and fair court system, and low corruption. Fisman and

Svensson (2007), for example, find that high corruption has much stronger negative effect on firm

growth than high taxation. Levchenko (2007) shows that institutional differences are important

determinants of trade flows.

9EU countries in BEEPS survey are Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia.
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7 Conclusions

FPCA approach possesses two appealing features: non-parametric analysis of complex data

and amenity to visualization. The combination of these features makes FPCA a powerful tool

in studying Ukrainian manufacturing firm-level productivity performance from 2001 to 2009.

Using this tool helps us take away several conclusions.

Overall, the news is mixed. Firms downsized their labor and capital, and improved overall

productivity. The basic measure of labour productivity—the ratio of gross output to employ-

ment—unambiguously points to a steady improvement, including the early-recession years in

mid-2008 and 2009.

This improvement, however, varies substantially depending on firm’s industry, trade status,

and incumbent status. In particular, we find that virtually all of the evolution of firm output

from 2001 to 2009 is accounted for by firm entry and exit, whereas the evolution of firm size is

mostly linked to non-trading firms. Consequently, almost 60% of the change in the distribution

of labour productivity are accounted for by firm turnover among non-trading firms. The best

performers are firms from labour-intensive, high value-added industries, such as light industry,

and machinery and equipment. The worst performers are the incumbents of the metallurgy

industry, and firms producing coke, chemicals, and minerals. Finally, regional identity is less

important.

The mixed results for productivity of manufacturing firms in Ukraine reinforce desirability

of reducing policy uncertainty by setting a clear and credible strategy on the EU integration

policy. Special emphasis should be on policies improving access to finance and reducing barriers

to opening and operating a business.
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Table 1: Industry Composition

Industry Number of firms Number of 
workers Sales Capital Materials

Light Industry 13.8 826 72.0 19.1 35.5
Coke, Chemicals, Minerals 4.5 429 41.6 18.1 31.7

Metallurgy 2.4 442 55.7 15.5 43.6
Machinery and Equipment 8.7 901 51.7 17.9 23.6

Total 29 2,598 221 71 134

Note: Industry groups are based on European industrial activity classification (NACE
Revision 1.1). “Light Industry” includes NACE 15 through 22, “Coke, Chemicals, Minerals”
includes NACE 23 through 26, “Metallurgy” – NACE 27 and 28, and “Machinery and
Equipment” – NACE 29 through 37. Entries are sample means, annualized. Sales, capital and
materials are measured in millions of 2001 Ukrainian Hryvnias (UAH). Number of firms and
number of workers are given in thousands..

Table 2: Regional Composition

Region Number of firms Number of 
workers Sales Capital Materials

Center-north 11 763 65 20 33
West 6 409 23 9 12
South 7 720 63 21 40
East 6 706 70 21 48

Total 29 2,598 221 71 134

Note: Regions are based on areas defined by Derzhkomstat. Entries are sample means,
annualized. Sales, capital and materials are measured in millions of 2001 Ukrainian Hryvnias
(UAH). Number of firms and number of workers are given in thousands.
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Table 3: Composition by Turnover Status

Number of firms Number of 
workers Sales Capital Materials

Incumbent firms 12 1,836 156 52 99
Firm turnover 18 762 65 18 35

Total 29 2,598 221 71 134

Note: Incumbent firms have observations in all years. Remaining firms are included in the
“Firm turnover” sample. Entries are sample means, annualized. Sales, capital and materials
are measured in millions of 2001 Ukrainian Hryvnias (UAH). Number of firms and number of
workers are given in thousands.

Table 4: Composition by Trade Status

Number of firms Number of 
workers Sales Capital Materials

Non-traders 20 455 17 6 9
Traders 10 2,143 204 65 126

Total 29 2,598 221 71 134

Note: Non-traders are firms that never import or export during sample period; traders are
those firms that import or export in at least one year during sample period. Entries are
sample means, annualized. Sales, capital and materials are measured in millions of 2001
Ukrainian Hryvnias (UAH). Number of firms and number of workers are given in thousands.
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Table 5: Share of total sales in Manufacturing (in %)

Light Industry Coke, Chemicals, 
Minerals Metallurgy Machinery and 

Equipment All industries

By region
Center-north 15.5 5.9 1.1 6.7 29.2

West 5.0 2.5 0.3 2.6 10.4
South 6.4 4.1 10.7 7.5 28.7
East 5.7 6.3 13.1 6.6 31.7

By turnover status
Incumbent firms 20.7 12.5 20.8 16.7 70.7

Firm turnover 11.8 6.4 4.4 6.7 29.3

By trade status
Non-traders 4.1 1.1 0.5 2.1 7.8

Traders 28.5 17.7 24.8 21.3 92.2

Total 32.6 18.8 25.2 23.4 100.0

Note: Sales shares are computed as the sum of all sales for each industry-region (in 2001
UAH) across all years divided by the total sales (in 2001 UAH) in all years. Industry groups
are based on European industrial activity classification (NACE Revision 1.1). “Light
Industry” includes NACE 15 through 22, “Coke, Chemicals, Minerals” includes NACE 23
through 26, “Metallurgy” – NACE 27 and 28, and “Machinery and Equipment” – NACE 29
through 37. Regions are based on areas defined by Derzhkomstat. Incumbent firms have
observations in all years. Remaining firms are included in “Firm turnover” sample.
Non-traders are firms that never import or export during sample period; traders are those
firms that import or export in at least one year during sample period.
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Table 6: Fraction of firms in all firms, by year

Light 

Industry

Coke, 

Chemicals, 

Minerals

Metal

lurgy

Machinery 

and 

Equipment

Center‐

north
West South East

Non‐

traders
Traders

2001 0.50 0.13 0.07 0.29 0.34 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.72 0.28

2002 0.50 0.14 0.07 0.29 0.35 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.70 0.30

2003 0.49 0.14 0.07 0.29 0.35 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.69 0.31

2004 0.48 0.15 0.08 0.30 0.36 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.68 0.32

2005 0.47 0.15 0.08 0.30 0.36 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.67 0.33

2006 0.46 0.16 0.09 0.30 0.37 0.21 0.23 0.19 0.66 0.34

2007 0.45 0.17 0.09 0.30 0.37 0.21 0.23 0.19 0.66 0.34

2008 0.43 0.17 0.10 0.30 0.37 0.21 0.23 0.19 0.65 0.35

2009 0.43 0.17 0.10 0.30 0.37 0.21 0.23 0.19 0.65 0.35

Industry Region Trade status

year

Note: Industry groups are based on European industrial activity classification (NACE
Revision 1.1). “Light Industry” includes NACE 15 through 22, “Coke, Chemicals, Minerals”
includes NACE 23 through 26, “Metallurgy” – NACE 27 and 28, and “Machinery and
Equipment” – NACE 29 through 37. Regions are based on areas defined by Derzhkomstat.
Incumbent firms have observations in all years. Remaining firms are included in “Firm
turnover” sample. Non-traders are firms that never import or export during sample period;
traders are those firms that import or export in at least one year during sample period.

Table 7: Dynamic Scree Factors

Variable

ln(Employment) 0.74 0.12 0.04
ln(Labour productivity) 0.82 0.07 0.04
ln(Sales) 0.75 0.09 0.05

Note: The columns provide the estimated eigenvalues normalized by the sum of all estimated
eigenvalues, λ̂j/

∑T
j=1 λ̂j, for j = 1, ..., 3.
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Table 8: Explained share of the first common component deformation: ln(Labour productivity)

Incumbent 
firms

Firm 
turnover All

21.7 78.3 100.0

By trade status
Non-traders 12.9 59.6 72.5

Traders 8.8 18.6 27.5

By region
Center-north 7.3 28.4 35.7

West 5.1 16.3 21.4
South 4.7 18.1 22.8
East 4.6 15.5 20.1

By industry
Light Industry 10.9 37.4 48.3

Coke, Chemicals, Minerals 2.6 10.2 12.8
Metallurgy -0.3 5.1 4.8

Machinery and Equipment 8.5 25.5 34.1

Note: Entries are fractions of the first common component deformation explained by
categorical variables. Industry groups are based on European industrial activity classification
(NACE Revision 1.1). “Light Industry” includes NACE 15 through 22, “Coke, Chemicals,
Minerals” includes NACE 23 through 26, “Metallurgy” – NACE 27 and 28, and “Machinery
and Equipment” – NACE 29 through 37. Regions are based on areas defined by
Derzhkomstat. Incumbent firms have observations in all years. Remaining firms are included
in “Firm turnover” sample. Non-traders are firms that never import or export during sample
period; traders are those firms that import or export in at least one year during sample period.
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Table 9: Explained share of the first common component deformation: ln(Employment)

Incumbent 
firms

Firm 
turnover All

47.0 53.0 100.0

By trade status
Non-traders 40.7 54.1 94.8

Traders 6.3 -1.1 5.2

By region
Center-north 16.3 21.2 37.5

West 11.3 11.5 22.8
South 10.2 11.8 21.9
East 9.3 8.5 17.8

By industry
Light Industry 27.4 33.6 61.0

Coke, Chemicals, Minerals 5.1 3.4 8.5
Metallurgy 2.0 1.6 3.5

Machinery and Equipment 12.5 14.5 27.0

Note: Entries are fractions of the first common component deformation explained by
categorical variables. Industry groups are based on European industrial activity classification
(NACE Revision 1.1). “Light Industry” includes NACE 15 through 22, “Coke, Chemicals,
Minerals” includes NACE 23 through 26, “Metallurgy” – NACE 27 and 28, and “Machinery
and Equipment” – NACE 29 through 37. Regions are based on areas defined by
Derzhkomstat. Incumbent firms have observations in all years. Remaining firms are included
in “Firm turnover” sample. Non-traders are firms that never import or export during sample
period; traders are those firms that import or export in at least one year during sample period.
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Table 10: Explained share of the first common component deformation: ln(Sales)

Incumbent 
firms

Firm 
turnover All

-6.7 106.7 100.0

By trade status
Non-traders -3.3 83.7 80.3

Traders -3.4 23.0 19.7

By region
Center-north -2.4 36.2 33.8

West -1.3 26.3 25.0
South -1.5 21.3 19.8
East -1.4 22.9 21.5

By industry
Light Industry -2.3 56.8 54.6

Coke, Chemicals, Minerals -1.1 12.8 11.7
Metallurgy -0.3 5.9 5.5

Machinery and Equipment -3.0 31.2 28.2

Note: Entries are fractions of the first common component deformation explained by
categorical variables. Industry groups are based on European industrial activity classification
(NACE Revision 1.1). “Light Industry” includes NACE 15 through 22, “Coke, Chemicals,
Minerals” includes NACE 23 through 26, “Metallurgy” – NACE 27 and 28, and “Machinery
and Equipment” – NACE 29 through 37. Regions are based on areas defined by
Derzhkomstat. Incumbent firms have observations in all years. Remaining firms are included
in “Firm turnover” sample. Non-traders are firms that never import or export during sample
period; traders are those firms that import or export in at least one year during sample period.
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Figure 1: Distributions of the Labour Productivity by Industry and Region
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Note: Light Industry are NACE: 15 through 22; Chemicals are NACE = 23 through 26;
Metals is NACE: 27 and 28; and Machinery and Equipment are NACE 29 through 37.
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Figure 2: Distributions of the Labour Productivity by Firm Turnover and Trade Status
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Note: Firm turnover is measured in terms of those who were incumbents (Inc) in all years
between 2001 and 2009 and firms that entered or exited (E) between 2001 and 2009. The trade
status is measured as those who engage in trade (T) and those who do not (NT).
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Figure 3: Illustrative FPCA example
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Note: {ft}Tt=1, is generated by a mixture of two different static densities, w1(x) and w2(x), such
that ft(x) = ϑt × w1(x) + (1− ϑt)× w2(x). In this case, θt = ϑt − ϑ, where ϑ = T−1

∑T
t=1 ϑt,

and g(x) = w1(x)− w2(x). Figure 3 illustrates a realization of this model where densities w1

and w2 are normal distributions with means equal to -1/2 and 1/2 respectively and
heteroskedastic variances equal to x2, ϑt = (t/T )− (1/4π) sin(πt/T )− (3/8π) sin(2πt/T ), and
T = 30.
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Figure 4: FPCA results for the Natural Logarithm of Employment

Note: Distributions are
∑

xi,xr,xt,xe f̂t(·, xi, xr, xd), where t = 2001, ..., 2009. Scree plots graphs

the ratio of the j’s estimated eigenvalue to the sum of all estimated eigenvalues, λ̂j/
∑9

j=1 λ̂j,

for j = 1, ..., 9. The estimated strength coefficients for the first three components are θ̂t;j,
j = 1, 2, 3. The first three common components summed across all industries, regions, trade
dummy, and turnover dummy are g̃j(·) =

∑
xi,xr,xt,xe ĝj(·, xi, xr, xt, xe), for j = 1, 2, 3.
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Figure 5: Estimated First Dynamic Strength Coefficient, θ̂t,1
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Note: The estimated strength coefficient for the first components, θ̂t;1, are plotted for the
natural logarithm of employment, labour productivity and sales.
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Figure 6: ln(Labour Productivity) – Estimated First Common Component Deformation by
Turnover Status

Note: Blue shade gives the cumulative first-component deformation for 2001,∑
xi,xr,xt,xe θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe); red shade gives the cumulative first-component deformation

for 2009,
∑

xi,xr,xt,xe θ̂2009;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe). The blue solid (red dashed) line gives the

deformation by turnover status xe for year 2001 (2009),
∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j),
where j = {Incumbent firms,Firm entry and exit}.
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Figure 7: ln(Labour Productivity) – Estimated First Common Component Deformation by
Turnover and Trade Status

Note: Blue shade for left (right) panels gives the cumulative first-component deformation for

incumbent firms (firm entry/exit) for 2001,
∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j); red shade
gives the corresponding cumulative first-component deformations for 2009,∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2009;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j), where j = {Incumbent firms,Firm entry and exit}. The
blue solid (red dashed) line gives the deformation by trade status and turnover status (xt, xe)

for year 2001 (2009),
∑

xi,xr θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt = k, xe = j), where k = {Do not trade,Trade}.
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Figure 8: ln(Labour Productivity) – Estimated First Common Component Deformation by
Turnover Status and Region

Note: Blue shade for left (right) panels gives the cumulative first-component deformation for

incumbent firms (firm entry/exit) for 2001,
∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j); red shade
gives the corresponding cumulative first-component deformations for 2009,∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2009;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j), where j = {Incumbent firms,Firm entry and exit}. The
blue solid (red dashed) line gives the deformation by region and turnover status (xr, xe) for

year 2001 (2009),
∑

xi,xt θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr = k, xt, xe = j), where
k = {Center-north,West,East,South}.
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Figure 9: ln(Labour Productivity) – Estimated First Common Component Deformation by
Turnover Status and Industry

Note: Blue shade for left (right) panels gives the cumulative first-component deformation for

incumbent firms (firm entry/exit) for 2001,
∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j); red shade
gives the corresponding cumulative first-component deformations for 2009,∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2009;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j), where j = {Incumbent firms,Firm entry and exit}. The

blue solid (red dashed) line gives the deformation by industry and turnover status (xi, xe) for

year 2001 (2009),
∑

xr,xt θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi = k, xr, xt, xe = j), where k = {Light Industry;
Coke,Chemicals,Minerals; Metallurgy; Machinery and Equipment}.
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Figure 10: ln(Employment) – Estimated First Common Component Deformation by Turnover
and Trade Status

Note: Blue shade for left (right) panels gives the cumulative first-component deformation for

incumbent firms (firm entry/exit) for 2001,
∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j); red shade
gives the corresponding cumulative first-component deformations for 2009,∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2009;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j), where j = {Incumbent firms,Firm entry and exit}. The
blue solid (red dashed) line gives the deformation by trade status and turnover status (xt, xe)

for year 2001 (2009),
∑

xi,xr θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt = k, xe = j), where k = {Do not trade,Trade}.
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Figure 11: ln(Sales) – Estimated First Common Component Deformation by Turnover and
Trade Status

Note: Blue shade for left (right) panels gives the cumulative first-component deformation for

incumbent firms (firm entry/exit) for 2001,
∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j); red shade
gives the corresponding cumulative first-component deformations for 2009,∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2009;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j), where j = {Incumbent firms,Firm entry and exit}. The
blue solid (red dashed) line gives the deformation by trade status and turnover status (xt, xe)

for year 2001 (2009),
∑

xi,xr θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt = k, xe = j), where k = {Do not trade,Trade}.
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Figure 12: Output wedge – Estimated First Common Component Deformation by Turnover
Status

Note: Blue shade gives the cumulative first-component deformation for 2001,∑
xi,xr,xt,xe θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe); red shade gives the cumulative first-component deformation

for 2009,
∑

xi,xr,xt,xe θ̂2009;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe). The blue solid (red dashed) line gives the

deformation by turnover status xe for year 2001 (2009),
∑

xi,xr,xt θ̂2001;1ĝ1(·, xi, xr, xt, xe = j),
where j = {Incumbent firms,Firm entry and exit}.
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